EXCAVATION
1. Surrounding soil must be undisturbed soil or well compacted engineering fill.
2. Excavate a hole that is at least 12" larger than the interceptor on all sides.The
excavation for the H20 slab and the 6" deep aggregate slab base shall be a
minimum of 18" larger than the interceptor on all sides.
3. Depth of the excavation shall be 12" deeper than the bottom of the interceptor.
4. After the excavation is complete lay a level bed of well-packed crushed
aggregate (approximately 3/4" size rock or sand, with no fines) as a base
in the hole.
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UNIT INSTALLATION
1. Screw the 4" plain end adapter into the selected bulkhead fittings using pipe
thread sealant approved for use with plastics. 6" connection types come
82" Min.
pre-installed from the factory.
2. Lower unit into the pit and set level. Plug unused optional outlets with plugs
provided and approved thread sealant.
3. Mechanically couple the inlet and outlet drainage lines using Fernco Strongback
Coupler or Mission Flex-Seal ARC (by others).
4. Fill unit with water for stabilization and float-out prevention during backfill up
to the static waterline.
5. Tank, riser (allow silicone to dry 12 hours before cutting risers), and lid adapter
assembly must be leak tested and witnessed by JCW as follows. Fill the unit
8"
with water to the working water line. Then backfill around the unit up to the
bottom of the concrete slab. All concrete placement prep work and reinforcement
must be completed. Place 4-1/2" long blocks in 4 places around the diameter of
the riser under the cover adapter to support the adapter and protect the neck
gasket (see detail "F" below). Seal the unit and apply 2" Hg vacuum for 1 minute
with JCW inspector on site. Must use a flat plate vacuum for test and not a tube
type style vacuum.

(For H20 Slab Design Only)
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BACKFILLING & FINISHED CONCRETE SLAB
1. Before backfilling and pouring of slab secure covers and risers
(if necessary) to the unit.
2. Backfill evenly all around the tank using crushed aggregate material
3/4" size rock or sand with no fines.
3. When backfilling ensure backfill is worked under the unit to ensure
unit is fully supported.
4. Place 6" aggregate base under slab. Aggregate should be 3/4" size
rock or sand with no fines.
5. H20 rated slab required at grade.
6. Concrete to be 28 day compressive strength to 4,000 PSI with 6%
1-1/2% air entrainment.
7. No. 4 rebar ( 1/2") grade 60 steel per ASTM A615: connected with
tie wire.
8. Rebar to be 2-1/2" from edge of concrete.
9. Rebar spacing 12" grid. 4" spacing around access openings.
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SECTION B-B
SCALE 1 : 8
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SECTION A-A
SCALE 1 : 16
Note: All piping, couplings and clean outs are by others
DESCRIPTION:
Schier Great Basin Grease Interceptor Model GB-500,
Flow rate 100 GPM, 3,048 Pound Grease Capacity,
510 Gal Liquid Capacity 4" or 6" Fittings and H20 Cast Iron Covers
Johnson County Kansas Wastewater Detail
MODEL NUMBER: GB-500
DWG BY: TEU

F

30" Min
102-1/2" Max

Vent to connect
to building piping

Note: Tighten all neck bands
to min of 5 and to a max 8 ft lbs

DETAIL "D" Adapter
to Riser Connection

A

Top View of Cover
and Adapter

12" compacted sand/
gravel support base depth
above native soil

Detail "C" Riser
to Tank Connection
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Min.
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DETAIL F
SCALE 1 : 4

CERTIFIED PERFORMANCE
Great Basin™ hydromechanical grease interceptors are third party
performance-tested and listed by IAPMO to ASME #A112.14.3 and
CSA B481.1 grease interceptor standards and greatly exceed
requirements for grease separation and storage. They are compliant
to the Uniform Plumbing Code and the International Plumbing Code.
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ENGINEER SPECIFICATION GUIDE
Schier Great Basin™ grease interceptor model #GB-500 shall be
lifetime guaranteed and made in USA of seamless, rotationally-molded
polyethylene. Interceptor shall be furnished for above or below grade
installation. Interceptor shall be certified to ASME A112.14.3 (type C)
and CSA B481.1, with field adjustable riser system, Safety Star™
access restrictor built into each cover adapter, three inlet options
and three outlet options. Interceptor flow rate shall be 100 GPM.
Interceptor grease capacity shall be 3,048 lbs. Cover shall provide
water/ gas-tight seal and have minimum 16,000 lbs. load capacity

DIFFUSION FLOW TECHNOLOGY
The inlet diffuser reduces turbulence, creates laminar flow and
allows the entire tank volume to be utilized for efficient grease
separation and minimal disturbance to existing grease and
sediment layers. The inlet diffuser can be attached to any of the
three inlets provided to ease job site piping layouts. The integral
air relief / anti-siphon at the outlet diffuser top allows pressure
stabilization within the unit during operation. The outlet diffuser
can easily be attached to any of the three outlets provided to
ease job site piping layouts.

Crushed gravel
or sand

AK2 DEADMAN ANCHORING (Only Required in High Water Table Situations)
1. It is the responsibility of the specifying engineer to determine if the installation
site will be affected by potential high water table conditions thus
requiring the use of the deadman anchoring.
2. Deadmen should be 18" wide x 14" tall and equal to the length of the entire unit.
3. Each deadmen should have 4 anchor points for connection to the turnbuckle.
4. Lay deadmen parallel with the unit and ensure that it is outside the shadow
of the tank.
5. Nylon straps should be connected to a turnbuckle on each side of the tank.
6. Turnbuckles should be secured to the the deadmen anchor points on each side
of the tank such that the tank is held in place.
7. Deadman to be 4,000 PSI concrete, reinforced with #4 rebar and have (4)
galvanized tie-down loops.

Cover adapter

with the piping arrangement
adjust the slab dimensions
accordingly while maintaining
required minimum dimensions.

NOTES
1. 4" plain end adapter fittings for use with Strongback
couplings.
2. Unit weight - w/cast iron covers: 528 lbs.
3. Maximum operating temperature: 150º F continuous
4. Capacities - Liquid: 510 gal.; Grease: 3,048 lbs.; Solids: 128 gal.
5. Max Grease Layer Depth = 25.8"
6. Max Solids Layer Depth = 10.9"
7. For gravity drainage applications only.Do not use for
pressure applications.
8. Cover placement allows full access to tank for proper maintenance.
9. Engineered inlet and outlet diffusers are removable to
inspect / clean piping.
10. Integral air relief / Anti-siphon /Sampling access.
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